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Detective Houser wants nothing more than his retirement, but when a murder case involving the
WMM firm lands on his desk, he can't avoid it. All of law enforcement knows that WMM Advertising,
also known as We Make Millionaires, is one of the biggest and hardest-to-penetrate fraudulent
telemarketing firms in the state of Georgia. A tape recording of a man's death may finally help
Houser make a case against the firm. Calling in Alexis Greenspan, aka Nina Coles, the top sales
associate in the company, Houser is determined to use her to find out the company's secrets--no
matter who's hurt in the process.

Reviews of the The Golden Hustla by Cary Hite,Wahida Clark
MegaStar
Wahida Clark does it again, well almost. The Golden Hustla starts off very promising but then leaves
you flat. Nina Coles is a hustler who is on the run after a botched robbery leaves her brother and
best friend dead. She moves away leaving behind her kids and her former life to give herself a fresh
start. Nina stumbles into a golden scam and continues yet another hustle. This story starts off great
but doesn't keep the momentum going.

The best part of The Golden Hustla is the update of Tasha from The Thug series. I enjoy Wahida's
writing skills and she is one of my favorite authors, but this book was just book was just lack luster.
Sorry Ms. Clark this was not your best work just an overall ok read.
Arashilkis
Wahida Clark never disappoints me. I love all her books and this one is no exception. The story get
started and doesn't stop. All the way through, you're wondering what's gonna happen next. Miss
Nina Coles is a hustler to the bone, whether it's legal, or illegal, for her children or for her man, she
is about her business and on her grind. Given the hand she was dealt, she did her thang and is
making it happen for her, her children and her man. Although the story ends, I am interested to
know whether or not Nina and her new man will make it or if he will be too hung up on his past and
even if her past will come back to haunt her.
Mash
I am in SHOCK!!!! Wahdia is one of my favorite authors..... I have read ALL of her books and would
highly recommend any of her other books, but she fell of the ledge with this one. I have read 70
percent of this book and have struggled to get this far. I read the other reviews and thought "it
could't be that bad". Trust me it is. I guess all good authors have their one bad day...this was hers!
Wahdia.... Please bring my Thug series back asap! "Justify My Thug" was awesome! One of your loyal
fans!
Ericaz
Not one of Wahida's best books. I can see her trying to move into a different direction though and I
commend her for that,but this book was not it. It was waaaaaaaaaayyyy to unbelievable the way
Nina came up that quick after feeling like she had lost everything. Then the undercover detective
Rick, come on!! So you meet a woman and just like that you take on her plight, quit your job for
50-60 million dollars all this for someone you BARELY know..Too much too fast!!! I know Ms. Clark
has got to grow in terms of her writing and story telling, but this one was not it for me...I pray that
there isn't a sequel, because it will be a huge mess...She never told the back story on how Cream
was connected to WMM and how come his babymama wouldn't/didn't take the job,it was just too
much going on without truly telling the story... I don't know how these other readers giving 5 stars
were able to give such a rating, seeing that this story was all over the place, they seem to just be
excited that a new book was released, yeah that's it, cause it couldn't be for the content of this book.
See that's what happens when you have too many characters and you don't know how to bring them
together and make the story flow and still keep readers interested. Don't get me wrong, it had it's
moments, but not enough to sustain the entire book. The ending was so bizarre and soft and Rinaldo
was the fall guy for everyone(with the whites of my eyes showing)are you serious!!!! And so Nina
and Rick get away scott free with all the money.. So please don't tell me a sequel will be Rinaldo
doing his time and coming after Rick and Nina for his 56 million, I beg you don't do it!!! I'm not
totally finished with Ms. Clark's books, I'll wait her new one coming out next year before I make that
decision.
Jockahougu
This book was trash!!! It was hard to stay focused and follow the plot. The only reason I kept reading
was to see how the book connected to the Thug Series. The only connection was Rick and one
bathroom scene. Not worth the money, time, or read. Two thumbs down.
Stanober
Love this book
Buridora
If you are a Wahida Clark fan you will definitely enjoy this book. The main characters of this story
come from a short story by Clark- in the anthology "What's Really Hood". She also incorporates
characters from her "Thug Lovin'" series as I like to call it. I think I am going to reread at least a few
of these stories as it has been a while and it might help a little in remembering who is who. This
book, however, can stand on its own without reading the past books- but knowing the background of
all the characters just makes it that much better.

I like to read series from beginning to end- if you are wondering how it goes, here is the order:
"Thugs and the Women who Love Them," "Every Thug Needs a Lady," "Thug Matrimony," and then
"Thug Lovin'". The characters of this series are intertwined into this new story.
This story picks up from "Makin Endz Meet" a short story in "What's Really Hood" anthology (Good
read, too).
I'd also suggest the "Payback" series- "Payback is a Mutha" and "Payback with Ya Life"- it's really
gritty but so detailed that you can see and feel like you really know the characters.
Just found out a new sequel- "Justify my Thug" is coming next spring- can't wait!
WAHIDA YOU DONE IT AGAIN, I'M NOT GOING TO SAY TO MUCH BECAUSE PEOPLE ARE STILL
WAITING ON BOOKS, HOWEVER THIS BOOK IS FULL OF DRAMA, LUST, LIES, AND BETRAYAL.
THE BOOK IS REALLY GOOD. I COULD NOT PUT IT DOWN. THE BOOK IS THE TRUTH...........
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